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Abstract. It is proved that the family of languages recognized by one-way real-time nondeterminis- 
tic multicounter machines with constant number of counter xversals is not closed under com- 
plementation. This solves an open problem of Wagner and Wechsung (1986). 
1. Intrduction 
A one-way nondeterministic multicounter machine, 1 -multiC-N, is a computing 
device consisting of a finite-state control, an input tape with one one-way reading 
head, and a finite number of counters. We regard a counter as an arithmetic register 
containing an integer that may be positive or zero. In one step, a 1-multiC-N machine 
can enter the state of the finite-state control, move the head on the input tape one 
square to the right, and increase or decrease any counter by I. The choice of actions 
of a l-mu1tiC-N machine is determined by the state of the machine, the input symbol 
currently scanned, and the sign of each counter: positive or zero. The I-multiC-N 
machine starts in the initial state with all counters empty, and with the reading head 
adjusted on the first symbol of the input word. It accepts if it reaches a finite state. 
It is well-known [4] that unrestricted one-way i = 3ministic two-counter 
ursively enumerable sets. So far various types of restricted multicounter 
ave been considered to define er subclasses (see, for exa 
[l, 2,4-8,10,11]). 
e shall consider one-way, real-time, nonde 
), and also this same ty 
umbers to natural 
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steps of each accepting computation of the machine is bounded by the input word 
h. For a function J; ‘f(n) reversal-bourn e ns t 
input x of length n accepted by there is an accepting computation 
containing at most f(n) counter eversals. On the other hand, 1-K-mw(f(n)) 
denotes one-way, nondeterministic, k-counter machines with f(n) reversal number 
bound and no restriction on the time complexity. We use similar I” ations as Wa 
and echsung [Ill, where the formal definitions can be found. Let N denote the 
set of positive integers. Let 
l-multiC-M = U 1-K-M for M E {NTrME(id), NTIME-REv(id, COnSt!, 
k&I 
NTIME-REV(id, f (n)), NREV( f (n))}. 
) we shall denote the family of languages recognized by machines of type 
It is known [4,1 l] that p( I-mUltiC-NTIME(id, Gonst)) is AFL. The only stated 
open problem [1 I] concerning the closure properties of this language family is 
whether it is closed under complementation. We shall give a negative answer to this 
question. In fact, we shall prove a more powerful result: ~(f=multiC-NTxME- 
REV(g(n),f(n))) is not closed under compiementation for any function f; g from 181 
to l+l such that g(n)>n, Wf(n)=o(n). 
Let us consider the following languages: 
L = (ojIljroi;rlj2 . ..0’1+Ik~0.jjENfori=1,2,...,k}, 
LC = {oil 1 j@21 j2 . ..OikljkIkd. il,jkdb{O}, ir,jrcN for r=I,2,...,k, 
ZE{l,... , k} such that iz # jz}. 
with one reversal. 
that Lc can be recognized nondeterministically in real-time 
. I.5 S!?(I-IC-NT~ E-REV( id, COnSt)). 
as follows. If the 
accepts. If j, > 0, then 
= ji or i, #j,. If A has guessed il #j, 
correctness of its 
= j,, then A ends the 
ether ik + jk. Clearly, if i,,, = j,,, for I)‘S = 1, . . . , k, there 
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is no accepting computation of A on the input word. In the case there is a 
k{l,..., k} such that ib #j,, then accepts the input word in the computation 
in which ib # jb has been guessed. Cl 
Now, we shall show that 
l-mu1tiC-N machine with an o(n) restriction on 
too hard to be recognized 
the number of reversals. 
bY a 
Lemmna 2.2. Let f be a function from IV to fV such that f(n) = o(n). en L 
@S!?( I-multiC-NREV( f (n))). 
Proof. The proof technique used here is the technique of cycles used in [3,9] to 
fool multihead finite automata, and developed in [7] for some extensions of reversal- 
bounded and zerotesting-bounded multicounter machines. The technique is based 
on the study of computations in which a multicounter machine reads a group of 
identical symbols whose number is greater than the number of states. Clearly, there 
has to be a-state q that is entered twice or more in different configurations in this 
part of the computation. If no further state q and no two equal states different from 
q occur in the part of computation from q to q, then we say that this part of the 
computation is a cycle with state characteristic q, reading head characteristic h, the 
number (positive or zero) of symbols over which the reading head moves to the 
right in this cycle, and counter characteristic c for each counter, the difference between 
the counter contents at the beginning and at the end of the cycle. 
Obviously, for a 1-K-N machine with s states, the number of cycles with different 
characteristics is bounded by the constant 
so s- (2s+l)&. 
The proof of Lemma 2.2 is done by contradiction. We assume that there is a 
I-kc-NREv( f( n)) machine A for k E I!4 and a function f from fV to IV such that 
f(n) = o( n) that recognizes L. Let A have s states qr , q2,. . . , qS, and d = s2(2s+ l)&. 
Now, let us consider an accepting com,utation C of A using at most f (n) reversals 
on the input word 
s+t S+I (s+2)(d+l)(k+l)(f(n)+l) x=(0 1 ) l f 01 
of length n=(2s+2)(d+l)(s+2)(k+l)(f(n)+l)+2t. Since f(n)=o(n), we can 
assume, for n sufficiently large, that such a word exists. 
Since A uses at most f(n) reversals in Cs, t 
of x such that no counter is reversed in part 
x1 * 
we 
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of the word xl such that no counter is reversed or e e part G of t 
computation C on x2. 
Now we shall consi er all cycles with reading hea characteristic Q in the 
computation part C2 on xx. Let 
c= u,c*u2= uJ~x,v~x2v3u2, 
where X1 and X2 are some cycles with the same state characteristics and reading 
head characteristic 0; UI, U2, VI, V2, V3 are some parts of the computation C. 
Realizing that no counter is emptied or reversed in the computation part C2 = 
V, Xl V2X2 V3 one can simply see that if C = U, V, X, V2X2 Vi3 U2 is an accepting 
computation on x = ux2v, then U, V,X,X2 V2 V3 U2 and U, V, V2X,X2 V3 U3 are accept- 
ing computations on x too. So, we can assume that 
wherem<sand,forj=l,..., m, 5 is the computation part consisting of all cycles 
in C2 with reading head characteristfc 0 and state characteristic qaj, and Zi, for 
j=l 9--*, m + 1, is a computation part involving no cycle with reading head charac- 
teristic 0. 
Using this assumption and the fact that the reading head on the input tape is 
stationary in any 5 for j = 1,. . . , m, we obtain that there is a subword 
of the word x2 such that the computation part CB of C on x3 has the following 
properties: 
(1) C3 involves no cycle with reading head characteristic 0;
(2) no counter is reversed in C3; 
(3) no counter is emptied in C3. 
Since (1) holds, there is at least one cycle with nonzero reading head characteristic 
on each subword Q’+’ of x3. The number of cycles with different characteristics is 
bounded by d and so there are some cycles PI and P2 with the same characteristics 
which are situate C3 on two different groups 
of O’s of the subword x3. ristic of P, and P2 be r E IU 
Choosing 0’ from the first group of O’s and pumping 0’ to the second group of 
O’s we obtain a word x’ that does not belong to L. Constructing an accepting 
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the assertions of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we can ive the Solution of the 
open problem considered. 
eorem 2.3. Let kE and let J; g be functions from and 
Sf(n)=o(n). 7hen e families of languages S’( I -k )f 
M E { NTIME-REV(id, COnSt), NTIME-REV( g @I), f (n)), NREV( f (n))} are not dos:~ 
under complementation. 
We note that LE s(l-1C-NTIME-REV(id, n)) which implies s( l-K-NTIME- 
REv(id, n)) - S( 1.multiC-NREv( f (n))) # 0, where f(n) = o(n). Several hierarchy 
results follow from this fact but we omit their presentation because they have been 
established (using other languages) in [7]. 
3. Conclusion 
Besides others, we have proved that the language family 9(1-multiC-NTIME- 
REV(id, Const)) is not closed under complementation. We note that it was not the 
sole open problem concerning 1-multiC-N machines and complementation in [111. 
The language family de( l-multiC-NTIME(id)) is known to be AFL [4,11], but it is 
not known whether 9( 1 -multiC-NTIME(id)) is closed under complenientation. 
We were not able to solve this problem, but we conjecture that the answer is 
negative. To support his opinion we introduce a language that someone could find 
suitable to prove this result. Let 
L~={oi~lo~l... 10i410’~m,rdiJ,ikdV for k=l,..., m, and 3z,f~ 
11 9=**9 m} such that il + i, = r}. 
Clearly, LE E z( l-lC-NTIME-REV(id, Const)). The language ( LE)c can be written 
as RI u L,, where Rt = ((O’l)‘lO’)c is a regular language and 
L* = (0’110’21 . . . l@i410’~m,r~N, ikEN for k=l,..., , and for all 1, z E 
0 , . . . , m}: i, + i, # r). 
We conjecture that L, is too hard to be recognized by a l-multiC-NTIME(id) machine. 
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